GCHC Meeting 06/03/2017
Attendance: Bobby, Frank, Fermi, Vicki, Emma, Nancy, Sid, Ting, Abe, Andrew, Laura
Absent: Olivia, Ingrid, Oak, Aric

1. **Graduate Meal Plan Review Board:** Abe — Graduate School organizing Graduate Meal Plan Review Board, needs a GCHC member. Nancy — volunteered.

2. **Spring Formal:**
   1. Possible issue with April 15th — Easter weekend, Olivia’s absence. Consensus on the weekend of April 22nd.
   2. Discussion on space — larger attendance in recent years means we need more space. Possible spaces — coffee house, outside Dbar. Ting and Olivia to discuss further with Lily Secora.
   3. Theme discussion: Ting — James Bond. General approval.
   4. Budget: Andrew — $7000 approved for the formal last year. Abe — might actually cost a bit more given the extra room, which is okay with discretion.
   5. Ting — need additional Public Safety, $400/person. Will discuss further with Lily Secora.

3. **Other items:**
   1. Andrew: Laundry cheques that were previously misdelivered submitted.
   2. Fermi: Whether feasible to use $10-15k for fitness room upgrades. In consensus yes, but need to see detailed breakdown breakdown. Leave open possibility of leasing equipment.